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A WELL-KNOWN theorem of Cartan and Hadamard states that a complete Riemannian 
n-manifold with everywhere nonpositive sectional curvature has a universal covering 
that is diffeomorphic to Euclidean n-space ([23, p. 184). This is one of many 
motivations for interest in spaces with contractible universal coverings; such spaces 
are called aspherical. Over the past dozen years considerable information has been 
obtained regarding group actions on such manifolds (compare[9-12]), and recently 
analogous questions for manifolds admitting suitably nontrivial maps into certain 
aspherical manifolds have been considered. In particular, the second named author 
has considered group actions on closed n-manifolds that map to the n-torus by a 
degree one map[22,23] and Schoen and Yau have considered smooth or real analytic 
actions on n-manifolds that- map to closed Riemannian manifolds of nonpositive 
curvature [21]. (Compare also [29]). 
In this paper, we shall prove results that overlap or contain the results of 
Borel-Conner-Raymond on aspherical manifolds, the results of [22], and the theorems 
of Schoen and Yau on group actions. One class,of results deals with manifolds that 
map onto a closed aspherical manifold by a map of nonzero degree; this class of 
manifolds contains all closed aspherical manifolds and in fact all connected sums of 
closed aspherical manifolds with other manifolds. The results of Borel, Conner and 
Raymond generalize completely; the only connected compact Lie groups that can act 
are tori, and all such actions are injective in the sense of [9]. In fact, if f : A4 + N is the 
map from M to the closed aspherical manifold N and i : T + M is an orbit map, then 
the composite 
is injective. Furthermore, if the map f has degree one, then (i) a finite group G acting 
on M with fixed points induces an injection from G to Aut(n,(M, WI,,)), where m. is a 
fixed point, (ii) if rr,(M, mo) is centerless, then there is an injection of G into the outer 
automorphism group of r,(M, mo) even if G has no fixed points. The results of [21] 
also indicate that one has strong restrictions on the differential symmetry of M, even 
if dim N > dim M, so long as f maps the fundamental class of M sufficiently 
nontrivially and N has nonpositive curvature. Our results show that similar restric- 
tions also hold on the topological symmetry of M. Technically speaking, the central 
ideas of the proofs are (i) fairly explicit descriptions of the fundamental groups of 
certain orbit spaces (ii) some general facts about the fundamental groups of aspherical 
manifolds in general and nonpositively curved manifolds in particular. 
This paper consists of three sections. The first provides the necessary information 
on orbit spaces and their fundamental groups, while the second discusses group 
actions on manifolds with nonzero degree maps into aspherical manifolds and the 
third discusses group actions on manifolds with suitable maps into higher dimensional 
manifolds of nonpositive curvature. 
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81. ORBIT SPACES AND THEIR FUNDAMENTAL GROUP!3 
Before plunging into the technicalities, we shall present the underlying motivation 
for studying the fundamental group of an orbit space M/G, where M is a closed 
oriented manifold and the compact Lie group G acts continuously on M with a 
connected orbit. In this case, it is known (compare[5], Chap. II, 861) that the orbit 
space projection p : M --* M/G induces a surjection of fundamental groups. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (G, M) be as aboue, and let f : M + N be a map into an 
aspherical complex N. Then f is homotopic to a map of the form f’p for some 
f’ : M/G + N if and only if Kernel f * 2 Kernel p *. 
The next result makes the proof of Proposition 1.1 almost trivial. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the compact Lie group G act continuously on the closed 
topological manifold M. Then M/G has the homotopy type of a finite complex. 
Proof of 1.2. This is an easy consequence of several big theorems, but a definitive 
statement in the literature is hard to find. The first step is to show that M/G is a 
compact absolute neighborhood retract; work of P. Conner reduces this statement to 
a specific conjecture ([8], Conjecture II), and that conjecture is proved in a paper of 
Oliver[lS]. On the other hand, it is known that M/G has finite covering dimension 
(compare[16], Corollary 1.7.32, p. 41). Therefore M/G has the homdtopy type of a 
finite complex by a theorem of West [25] n 
Proof of 1.1. The condition is obviously necessary for the existence of f. To prove 
sufficiency, consider the diagram below: 
C(M) (1.3) M __, K(r,(M), 1) L N 
P I I K(P.. 1) c(lWG) 
M/G - K(dM/G), 1). 
The map c(M/G) exists because M/G has the homotopy type of a finite complex. 
Since basepoint preserving maps of K(r, 1)‘s are classified by the induced maps of 
fundamental groups and f* : r,(M) + r,(N) factors algebraically through r,(M/G), 
there is a map ~“:K(T,(M/G), l)+ N which makes (1.3) homotopy commutative. 
Take f’ = f”c(M/G) W 
Of course, Proposition 1.1 is not too helpful unless we know something about 
rl(M/G). We shall concentrate on two cases; namely, the case where G is connected 
and the case where G is finite and has a fixed point. The precise statements appear in 
Theorems 1.11 and 1.13. 
If M is simply connected, then the results in a paper of Armstrong[l] describe 
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v](M/G) under extremely general conditions. As Armstrong notes, these results tipply 
to nonsimply connected spaces by considering universal coverings and their asso- 
ciated group actions. This theory is fairly well-understood to many researchers in 
transformation groups, but it is difficult to find in the literature (compare, 
however,[20]). For the reader’s convenience and the sake of completeness, we shall 
outline the main points and suppress arguments that are essentially elementary 
exercises. 
Let G be a connected or finite compact Lie group. Then there exists a universal 
covering group G with the same set of components as G, each component of d being 
a universal covering for a component of G. Furthermore, if G is finite, then G = G. 
The existence and uniqueness theorems for lifting maps into covering spaces imply 
that C? is a topological group and the covering projection ?I : c --, G is a homomor- 
phism. Suppose that e acts on the connected manifold M, where’ either G is 
connected or the action has a fixed point. In these cases the lifting theorems also 
imply that e acts on 1\;1. Of course, this action may have a nontrivial ineffective 
kernel, and if G acts effectively on M this kernel lies in the discrete normal subgroup 
A = Kernel x = r,(G, 1). 
Given (G, M), let Z’(G, M) be the group of all homeomorphisms h :&f + ti such 
that 7~h(x) = g . T(X) for some fixed g E G. This group has been studied extensively 
by Rhodes [20] (compare also [lo], §2), and it has the following basic properties: 
(1.4) The group 2?(G, M) is a closed subgroup of Homeo (a>, where the latter has 
the compact-open topology H 
(1.5) If p : Y(G, M) --) G sends h to the unique element g E G with rh = gm, then p is 
continuous and its kernel is the group of deck transformations of ti (which is 
isomorphic to T!(M)) m 
(1.6) The map p is surjective; if the action lifts to a &action on fi, then there is an 
induced continuous homomorphism A : G + Y?(G, M) such that p 0 A = T m 
(1.7) By restriction, A in (1.6) induces a homomorphism of discrete groups from 
A = Kernel rr = ~F,(G, 1) to Kernel p = v,(M, m). Under the canonical isomorphisms, 
this induced homomorphism agrees with the map i, induced by the orbit map G + M 
sending g to gm n 
(1.8) If G is connected, the group a,Q?(G, M)) is isomorphic to 7rI(M)/i*n,(G) 
(note that i,T.(G) is central in q,(M); cf. [9]) l 
(1.9) If Z E fi projects to x EM, then p maps the isotropy group T’(G, M), 
isomorphically to the isotropy group G,. n 
(1.10) The orbit space fi/Z(G, M) maps homeomorphically to M/G via the map 
sending Z(G, M) . _f to G . x. n 
With these facts at our disposal, we may prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1.11. Ler G be a connected Lie group acting effectively on the connected 
manifold M. Then r,(M/G) is isomorphic to [‘rr,(M)/i,~,(G)]/If, where H is generated 
by a set of elements of finite order I 
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Proof. By (l.lO), it suffices to consider n,(&f/T(G, M)). One may use the results in 
Armstrong’s paper [l] to compute this fundamental group; these results apply if 
Z(G, M) acts properly or a/Z’(G, M) = M/G is semilocally simply connected (see 
([5], Chap II 06) for the second condition; it is also true that the action is proper). 
According to Armstrong’s theorem, we may write 
r,(fi/Z(G, M)) = TTO(T(G, AI))/& 
where H is generated by the images of the group: : no(G,) = 
no(Z(G, M)i) C ro(5!?(G, M)); since ro(G,) is finite by compactness, these subgroups 
are finite. To complete the argument apply (1.8). n 
The following example should suggest that H in 1.11 can be quite complicated in 
general. 
Example 1.12. Let p and q be distinct primes. There is a closed oriented smooth 
S’ manifold M with 
(i) r,(M) = Zlp*Z/q (free product), 
(ii) i*7r,(S’) = {l}, 
(iii) 57,(M/S’) = (1). 
One can choose M so that the stationary set is nonempty or empty as preferred. 
Proof. We consider the case where the stationary set is empty first. 
Let X be a space with S’-action @. If k is a positive integer, set @(X, @) = (X, @,J 
where &(z, x) = @(z’, x) E X. This notation conforms to that for Adams operations. 
If X is a manifold and (X, @) is smooth, then so is I,!J~(X, @). 
If I > 1 is an integer, let L3(r) denote the simple 3-dimensional ens space 
S3/(z/r, acting by restriction of scalar mult. in C*), 
and let S’ act on L3(r) by the canonical free action (so L3(r)/S’ = S’). Let S’ act 
linearly on the unit disk D(C*) by scalar multiplication of unimodular complex 
numbers. Form the S’ manifolds 
M(r) = D(C*) x $'L3(r). 
Notice that S’ acts freely on aM(r), and choose differentiable slice embeddings 
f, : S’ x D5 + aM(r) about orbits (by convention, S’ acts trivially on 0’). 
Now let p and q be distinct primes, and form V,,, from M(p) and M(q) by gluing 
f,(S’ x 0’) to f,(S’ x 0’). Then r,(V) and r,(V/S’) satisfy (i)-(iii) above, and V is 
compact differentiable with boundary. Set M equal to the boundary of the product 
S’-manifold D3 x V, where the corners of 8(D3 x V) are rounded equivariantly. Then 
M is the desired example with empty stationary point set. 
To get a nonempty stationary point set, take a differentiable slice embedding 
h p,4 : S’ x D5+ aV,., and form 
w,., = VP., u D(C’) x D’. 
S’XD5 
Then W also satisfied 1.13 (i)-(iii), and we may take MO = 8(D3 x W) with equivari- 
antly rounded corners n 
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The following results may be viewed as an analog to Theorem 1.11 for finite group 
actions: 
THEOREM 1.13. Let G be a finite group acting effectively on the connected manifold 
M, and assume m is a fixed point of G. Let C#J: G +Aut n,(M, m) be the functorial 
homomophism induced by the action of G on (M, m). Then r,(M/G, [ml) is isomor- 
phic to the quotient G x 6a,(M, m)/H, where the larger group is the +semidirect 
product and H is generated by elements of finite order. 
Proof. As in ([5], Theorem. 9.2, p. 64), it follows that the G action on M lifts to the 
universal covering a, so that the extension r,(M, m)+ Z’(G, M) + G splits as the 
semidirect product G xmrrl(M, m). Applying Armstrong’s result, we see that n,(M/G) 
is the quotient of G x+, ~F,(M, m) by the subgroup generated by all isotropy subgroups 
Z(G, M)+ But by (1.9) we know that these subgroups are all finite n 
COROLLARY 1.14. If, in the notation of 1.13, the map 4 is triuial, then r,(M/G) is 
isomorphic to ‘TF,(M)/H where H’ is generated by elements of finite order. 
Proof. In this case the semidirect product becomes a direct product G x n,(M, m), 
and the subgroup H contains G x 1. If 8: G x ~F(M, m)+T,(M, m) is projection, it 
follows that G x ~T,(M, m)/H is isomorphic to T,(M, m)/@(H) a. 
$2. GROUP ACTIONS ON HYPERASPHERICAL MANIFOLDS 
In[22], a manifold was defined to be hypertoral if it admitted a degree one map 
into a torus. Similarly, we shall say that a closed oriented n-manifold M” is 
hyperaspherical if there is a closed oriented aspherical manifold N” and a degree one 
map f : M + N. To go one step further, we shall say that M is rationally hyperus- 
pherical if one can choose an N and an f of non-zero degree. 
The following result may be viewed as a generalization of ([7], Theorem A) and a 
complement to ([21], Theorem 7). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a connected compact Lie group acting on the rationally 
hyperaspherical manifold M”. Then G is a torus and the orbit map i,: r,(G)+ r,(M”) 
is injectiue. In fact, if f : M” + N” is a map of nonzero degree into a closed aspherical 
manifold, then f*i, is injectiue. 
Proof. As in[9], it suffices to consider the case G = S’. 
If N” is aspherical, then n,(N) has no elements of finite order except 1 ([5], p. 145) 
and there f*i, is either injective or trivial. We shall assume f,i, is trivial and obtain a 
contradiction. 
By Theorem 1.11, the group r,(M/S’) is a quotient of r,(M)/i,r,(S’) modulo a 
subgroup 5 generated by elements of finite order. Since f*i, is trivial, the homomor- 
phism f* factors through the quotient n,(M)/i,T,(S’); let &, be the associated 
factorization of f,. But c$,, is trivial on the subgroup 9, for 9 is generated by elements 
of finite order and r,(N) is torsion free (as noted above). Therefore &, factors 
through the quotient of ~,(M)/i,x,(S’) by 9; since this group is isomorphic to 
r,(M/G), this shows that f* factors through the latter group, and by Proposition 1.1 it 
follows that f itself factors through M/G. 
On the other hand, if 5’ acts effectively, then dim M/S’ < n and H”(M/S’ ;Q) = 
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H.(M/S’ ;Q) = 0 (recall M/S’ is an ANR as noted in the proof of Theorem 1.2). Since 
f : M + N factors through M/S’, it follows that f,[M] = 0 (as usual, [M] E H,(M) 
denotes the fundamental class). But this contradicts the assumption that f : M + N 
had nonzero degree. Therefore f,i, must be injective n . 
Using Theorem 2.1, one can give a very simple proof of the following known result 
(compare [ 111, Th. 4, p. 44): 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let M” = M, #MZ, where M, is a closed oriented aspherical 
manifold and Mz is any closed oriented manifold with T,(M?) # 1. Then M, # MZ 
admits no effective actions of positive-dimensional compact Lie groups. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that M = M, # MZ admits no effective circle actions. 
Assume to the contrary that it did. Then iJn,(S’)) c n,(M”) would be a nontrivial 
subgroup by 2.1 and it would be central by[9]. Since the case n = 2 is classical 
anyhow (compare 3.7 below, for example), we assume n ~3. Then n,(M, # Mz) is a 
free product OF, * a,(M*), and standard results on free products imply that this 
group is centerless. Hence M, #MZ cannot admit nontrivial actions of connected 
compact Lie groups n . 
Turning to finite group actions, we have the following analog of ([9], Corollary 6.2) 
(compare also [22], Theorem 2.1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M” be a hyperasphericai manifold, and let the finite group G act 
efectiuefy on M with a fixed point m E M. Then the functoriai map +#: G + Aut 
T,(M, m) is injectiue. Furthermore, if f : M + N is a degree one map to an aspherical 
manifold and G maps Kernel f* onto itself, then there is an induced monomorphism 
from G into Aut ~F,(N, f(m)). 
In the course of this proof we shall have occasion to use the first half of the following 
standard result: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f : M” + N” be a map of manifolds with degree d. If d = + 1, 
then f* maps r,(M) onto r,(N). If d# 0, then f* maps r,(M) onto a subgroup of 
finite index (which divides some power of d). W 
For d = 51, the idea goes as follows: If f * were not onto, then f would factor 
through some nontrivial covering space 3 of N and accordingly have degree f 21. 
The other cases are similar. 
The next result is somewhat more important to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let q be a prime, and let G = Z/q act eflectiuely on the closed oriented 
n-manifold M (assumed connected). Then the map 
p*:H”(M/G;Z)-*H”(M;Z)=Z 
is NOT sujectiue. 
Proof. Let F be the fixed point set of G. Then F is nowhere dense and the 
induced orbit map p, : M - F -+ M/G - F is a finite covering of topological manifolds. 
In particular, both (M, F) and (M/G, F) are relative topological n-manifolds. 
If G acts orientation-preservingly, then dim F 5 n - 2, as noted in ([22], 9 l), and 
hence the horizontal arrows in diagram (2.6) below 
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(2.6) H"(M/G, F)z H"(M/G) 
1 Pfi I P* 
H"(M, F)"- H"(M) 
are isomorphisms. Therefore it suffices to show that p$’ is not surjective. But it is clear 
that M - F and M/G - F are connected topological manifolds and p, has degree q. A 
diagram chase then shows that H”(M/G, F) = Z = H”(M, F) and ps corresponds to 
multiplication by q. 
If G does not 
cohomology group 
following diagram 
(2.7) 
Hence p* is not surjective. 
preserve orientation, then G = Z/2. In this case the invariant 
H”(M ;Q)“’ = 0 since H”(M; C?) = H”(M ;Z)@Q. Consider the 
H”(M ;Z) LH”(M;Z)@Q-;H”(M;Q) 
. 
T 
inclusion 
P’ T P’O1 H”(M ; Q)“* 
T P: 
The map cx is injective, and p is injective on the free part of H”(M/G ;Z). Further- 
more p,* is an isomorphism by a standard transfer argument. (Compare 4 or 51.) i 
Therefore H”(M/G ;Q) = 0, so that H”(M/G, Z) is a torsion group. In fact, similar 
considerations also show that the latter is at most a 2-torsion group. In any case, we 
have shown enough to guarantee that p* is zero if G does not preserve orientation. 
(We are indebted to the referee for this proof, which is stronger and simpler than the 
one we first presented.) W 
Proof of 2.3. It suffices as in[9,10 or 221 to consider the case G = Z/q where q is a 
prime. Let us assume that 4 : G +Aut r,(M, m) is not injective and reason by 
contradiction. In this case the map G +Aut r,(M, m) is trivial. It follows from 
Corollary 1.14 that r,(M/G, [ml) is isomorphic to ?r,(M, m) modulo a subgroup 
generated by elements of finite order. Consequently the map f : M * N factors 
through p : M -+ M/G by the torsion freeness of T,(N) and Proposition 1.1; i.e. f = hp 
for some h. But if we let fiM, Qhr be the fundamental n-dimensional cohomology 
classes, then fiM = f*aN by hypothesis. Since f*RN = p*(h*R,), this contradicts 
Lemma 2.5. Hence the map G + Aut n!(M, m) cannot be trivial and accordingly must 
be injective. 
Suppose now that G maps Kernel f* onto itself, so that G induces automorphisms 
of n,(M, m)/Kernel f*. By Proposition 2.4 this group is isomorphic to x,(N,f(m)), 
and hence G acts as a group of automorphisms on r,(N, f(m)). Let 9: G +Aut 
n,(N,f(m)) be the associated homomorphism. It follows that f* may be prolonged 
into a homomorphism. 
9: G X m~dM ml+G x ,r,(N, f(m)) 
with ZQ, a) = &f*(a)). If IJ were trivial, then the codomain of 9 would be a direct 
product G x r,(N, f(m)), and by projecting onto the second factor we would get a 
homomorphism 9’: G xm x,(M, m) + xl(N, f(m)> extending f*. Since the codomain of 
9’ is torsion free, it follows from 1.13 that F’-and hence also f,--would factor 
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through T,(M/G). From this point the argument proceeds as in the preceding 
paragraph U 
If G has no fixed point, then one gets a result analogous to ([lo], Theorem 3.2, p. 
14): 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that M” is a hyperaspherical manifold and G is a finite 
group that acts efectively on M. 
(i) Assume that n,(M) is centerless. Then the functorial homomorphism from G to 
the outer automorphism group Out r,(M) is injective. 
(ii) Assume that f : M * N is a degree one map to an aspherical manifold, where 
T,(N) is centerless. In addition, assume that G maps the normal subgroup Kernel f.+ 
to itself. Then there is an induced homomorphism G + Out r,(N) that is injective. 
Note. In (ii) we mean that every fi E Aut r,(M) which projects to an element of 
4,(G) C Out r,(M) sends Kernel f, onto itself; here &: G -Out r,(N) denotes the 
functorial map induced by the group action. Since the kernel is normal, it suffices to 
know this for a set B of automorphisms representing each element of 4,(G). 
Proof. As in the proof of 2.3, it suffices to consider the case G = Z/q, where q is a 
prime. Assume that the appropriate map from G to Out r,(M) or Out r,(N) is trivial. 
(i) Assume first that G has a fixed point. Consider the group Y(G, M) constructed 
in §l. This group fits into a short exact sequence n,(M) --, 2’(G, M) + G, and as in 
([lo], Lemma 3.1, p. 13) T,(M) centerless implies that Y(G, M) splits as a direct 
product T,(M) x G. An application of Corollary 1.14 now shows that r,(M/G) = 
r,(M), modulo a subgroup of elements having finite order. Therefore, f : M + N 
factors into hp as in the proof of 2.1, and the proof proceeds along the lines of 2.3 
with the help of 2.5. 
If G has no fixed point, then the projection M + M/G is a finite covering map and 
by the homotopy sequence of a fiber one has an exact sequence 1 + n,(M)+ 
~,(kf/G)+ G -+ 1. As in the preceding paragraph, r,(M/G) is isomorphic to T,(M) x G 
and p* : r,(M)+ r,(M/G) is injection into the first factor. Let 
0 : n,(M/G) = r,(M) x G --* v,(M) 
correspond to projection onto v,(M). Then 
fee :MWG)-+ T,(N) 
is a homomorphism satisfying (f*O)p, = f*, and therefore by Proposition 1.1 f = hp 
for some h : M/G + N. The proof now proceeds as in 2.3 using 2.5. 
(ii) Again the proof has two cases depending upon the existence of fixed points. If 
m is a fixed point of G, then as before we have 
L!!(G, M) = G x6 rr,(M, m). 
Since G maps Kernel f* to itself and f* maps n,(M, m) onto q,(N,f(m)) by 2.4, the 
kernel of f* is normal in 9(G, M) and we have a commutative diagram with exact 
rows as follows 
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(2.9) 
Since n,(N) is centerless, the group 2’ splits as a direct product r,(N) x G; let 
8 : L!?‘+ T,(N) correspond to projection onto the first factor. 
As in 81, the group w,(M/G) is isomorphic to 5?(G, M)/P, where P is generated by 
the conjugates of G in LQG, M). Since r,(N) has no elements of finite order except 1 
and P is generated by elements of finite order, it follows that the homomorphism of 
OF is trivial on P and hence passes to a homomorphism F’ from n,(M/G) to r,(N). A 
diagram chase then shows that F’p, = f*, and thus by Proposition 1.1 we have f = hp 
for some h : M/G --, N. We may proceed once again as in 2.3-2.5 to obtain a con- 
tradiction. 
Suppose now that G acts freely on M; one has an exact sequence 1 + T,(M)+ 
7r,(M/G) + G + 1. Then we have a diagram analogous to (2.9) 
(2.9a) 1- n,(M)3 n,(M/G)---+ G - 1 
IL IF I= 
1- n,(N) - 5?‘- G- 1, 
and since T,(N) is centerless we have LZ’ = V,(N) x G. The homomorphism OF then 
satisfies f, = t9Fp,, and hence f = hp once again, so that the usual considerations 
yield a contradiction l 
Numerous variations and elaborations of the results in this section can be 
obtained. For example, one can reprove the injectivity theorems for hypertoral ([22], 
Theorem 2.1) and doubly hypertoral ([23], Theorem 3.1) manifolds within the setting 
of this paper. One can also combine the results of this section with the constructions 
of [ 10, 121 to prove many new nonexistence theorems regarding finite group actions. 
For example, in [ 121 examples were produced of closed aspherical manifolds Mm, m = 
0 
i + 1 with 4 I n 5 9, with r,(M”) centerless and Out T,(M”) containing no ele- 
ments of finite order except 1. As noted in[12], this implies that Mm admits no finite 
group actions. By Theorem 2.8, the same is true of M”#P” for Pm an arbitrary 
closed l-connected manifold. 
Note. One can also recover the results of Bloomberg[28] from 2.8 (i). 
03. THE INFLUENCE OF NONPOSITNE CURVATURE 
In this section, we shall extend some results of Schoen and Yau concerning group 
actions on manifolds Mm that map into manifolds of nonpositive curvature[21]. Their 
results are formulated for smooth or real analytic actions; ours require a strengthening 
of the condition on the domain and codomain (from finite volume to compact), but 
they apply to topological actions. The proofs given in[21] rely upon the theory of 
harmonic maps; our approach does not require this machinery from analysis. 
Special cases of the results in this section have in the past generated some interest 
in complex analysis and differential geometry. Further information can be found in 
CL1419 06). 
We shall begin by summarizing the relevant facts concerning r,(N), where N” is a 
closed Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature: 
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(3.1) Suppose that the center % of r,(N, x) is nontrivial. Then % is a finitely 
generated abelian group of rank I dim N, and there is a subgroup of finite index in 
n,(N, x) of the form V x I’,,. Furthermore, the Hurewicz map induces a monomorphism 
from % to H,(N ;Z) l . 
This is the Center Theorem of Lawson and Yau[l4]. 
(3.2) Suppose that the curvature of N is strictly negative. Let 1 # a, p E sr,(N, x), 
and assume there exist nonzero integers p, q so that (Y’ = /3”( f 1 since r,(N) is torsion 
free). Then there is a cyclic subgroup D of r,(N) such that a, p E D l 
This result is well-known (compare[3], Proposition 10.16, p. 47, and the remarks 
on pp. 47 and 48 of that paper). As noted there, the corresponding statement is false for 
flat manifolds, the Klein bottle being a counterexample. 
(3.3) Suppose that N is strictly negatiuely curved. Then every abelian subgroup of 
r,(N, X) is cyclic. m 
This result is due to Preissmann[l7]. 
If we combine (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain the following (see[27], Corollary 3): 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that N is strictly negatively curved. Then every subgroup of 
r,(N) with a nontrivial center is cyclic. I 
PROBLEM. Suppose that N has nonpositive curvature and every abelian subgroup of 
r,(N) is cyclic. Does it follow that every subgroup with nontrivial center is cyclic? 
The following result is a topological version of ([21], Corollary 5, pp. 374-375). The 
statement of that result is slightly inaccurate if k = 1, but a correct statement is 
alluded to in paragraph 4, p. 361 of that paper. Following usual notation, define the 
topological degree of symmetry N(M”) of a closed manifold Mm to be the maximum 
dimension of a compact Lie group acting effectively on Mm. Observe (e.g. apply[l3], 
Theorem 6, p. 112 to an orbit G 1 x C_ Mm) that N(M”) is always finite and in fact 
iV(M”) I iV(S”) = dim O,,,+,. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Mm be a closed oriented manifold. Suppose there exists a map f 
from Mm to a closed oriented Riemannian manifold N” of strict negative curvature 
such that 
is nontrivial for some k > 0 and some coeficients F. Then N(M) I iV(Smmk) if k > 1 
and N(M”) < N(S”-‘) + 1 if k = 1. 
Proof. As in[21], we may as well assume G is connected by passing to the 
component of the identity if necessary. Let i : G + M be the map gl+ gm as before. 
There are two cases depending upon whether or not fJ, is the trivial map of 
fundamental groups. 
Case I. fJ, is trivial. We claim that f factors through the orbit space projection 
P: M + M/G, at least up to homotopy. First of all, f* factors through r,(M)/i*r,(G) 
by hypothesis. But by Theorem’ 1.11 we know that r,(M/G) is obtained from 
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~,(M)li,r,(G) by factoring out a subgroup P generated by elements of finite order. 
Thus if 4: x,(M)/i,lr,(G)+ n,(N) is the homomorphism induced by f*, then 4 
restricted to P is trivial because r,(N) is torsion free. Consequently, I#J factors 
through the quotient 
[~,(M)/i,~,(G)l/P = r,(M/G), 
and by Proposition 1.1 this implies f = hp for some h : M/G + N. Since f* # 0 on 
Hk(M ;F), it follows that M/G has dimension rk. If G/H is a principal orbit of the 
action as defined in ([4], Chap. IX), then it follows that I = dim G/H 5 m -k 
(compare [17], Corollary 1.7.32, p. 41). But G acts almost effectively on G/H, and 
therefore dim G 5 N(GIH) I N(S’) 9 iV(Smmk) (since I 5 m - k). 
Case II. f,i, is nontrivial. Then fJ,n,(G) is a nontrivial central subgroup of 
f*r,(M) C n,(N). However, Proposition 3.4 shows that the only subgroups of r,(N) 
with nontrivial centers are cyclic. Therefore ~,T,(M) is an infinite cyclic subgroup of 
n,(N) and f factors through S’ up to homotopy. In particular, k must be 1. We now 
digress: 
SUBLEMMA 3.6. Let h : G + S’ be a map from a compact Lie group G. Then there is 
a codimension one subgroup G1 c G so that h 1 G, is nullhomotopic. 
Proof of Sublemma. Let q : d + G be a finite covering so that 6 = S x T with S 
simply connected and semisimple and T a torus (compare[5], p. 30). Then hq is 
clearly homotopic to a homomorphism. Let K be its kernel, and let G, c G be the 
image of the identity component of K ; then Kid + G, is a finite covering, and a 
diagram chase shows that the composite (h IG ) , *: ?r,(G,)+ r,(S’) = Z has a kernel of 
finite index. Since the codomain is torsion free, the kernel must be the entire domain. 
a 
Proof of 3.5 concluded. Let G, be as in 3.6. Then Case I applies to the induced G, 
action and shows that dim G, I JV(S”-‘). Since dim G1 = dim G - 1, this yields Case II 
immediately. H , 
Remarks 3.7. This result shows that, for m > 1, if Mm admits a map of nonzero 
degree into a closed negatively curved manifold, then N(M”) = 0. In particular, this 
implies the well-known fact that N(Z*) = 0 for Z* an oriented surface of genus L 2. q 
The methods of this paper also yield a topological analog of ([21], Corollary 6, p. 
377). 
THEOREM 3.8. Let N be a closed Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature, 
and let M”(m L 2) be a closed oriented manifold such that there is a map f : M -+ N 
with f ,[M] an indivisible class of infinite order in H,(N ;Z>. Let G be a finite group 
acting eflectiuely on Mm such that G sends Kernel f, to itself via the representation 
G + Out r,(M). Furthermore, assume one of the following: 
(i) If ~T’C rl(N) has a nonrriuial center, then 7~’ is cyclic (by Proposition 3.4, this 
holds if N has s~+~tly negative curvature). 
(ii) The dimension of M and N are equal, f has degree one, and H’(M ; Z) = 0. 
Then the action of G induces an injectiue homomorphism from G to Out few,(M). 
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Proof. The same argument used to prove Theorem 2.8 will work if we can check that 
(i) or (ii) implies that f*7~,(M) is centerless. If (i) is true, and f,r,(M) has a center, then 
the group is infinite cyclic and f factors through S’; this contradicts m 2 2 andf,[M] f 0. 
If (ii) is true, we first see that H’(N ;Z) = 0 by 2.4 (compare [6], Theorem 1.2.5, p. 8 also). 
By the Center Theorem (3. l), this implies that T,(N) is centerless. But by 2.4 we know that 
r,(N) = f,r,(M), and hence the latter group is centerless as was to be shown a 
Remark. The statement of ([21], Corollary 6) asserts that the conclusion of 3.8 is 
true for real analytic actions even if m < n.and H ‘(A4 ; Z) = 0. It is not difficult to see 
that an affirmative answer to the question below would establish this conslusion for 
topological actions: 
Problem 3.9. Let 7 be the fundamental group of a closed nonpositiuely curved 
manifold. Let r’ be a subgroup of 7~, and assume nTTI has a nontriuial center. Is 
H’(7r’; Z) necessarily nonzero? 
Of course, the case r’ = n,(N) is true by the Center Theorem, and one might hope 
that a simple variation on that result would yield 3.9. However, the proof of the 
Center Theorem depends upon using the deRham decomposition of the universal 
cover fi as Rk x N’, with N’ a product of irreducible factors, and showing that central 
elements in r,(N) correspond to translations by vectors in Rk (compare[26]). Of 
course, the center of an arbitrary subgroup 7~’ need not have such a form, and 
consequently it seems that 3.9 is intrinsically more difficult than the Center Theorem. 
Remark. There is some overlap between 3.5 and ([29], (1.3), p. 412); the latter has 
somewhat different hypotheses and conclusions. Several results in [29] that are stated for 
equivariant neighborhood retracts can be proved without such an assumption by the 
methods of this paper. 
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